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The myth of overpopulation is an unfounded belief that: the
number of people on Earth will exceed the [hypothetical]
carrying capacity of the planet in the foreseeable future,
leading to economic or social collapse, and that actions
ought to be taken to curb population growth.

Population alarmists at the United Nations propose that the
world’s  growing  population  will  strip  the  Earth  of  its
useable resources and will outpace innovation and rates of
production.  This,  they  believe,  will  cause  diminishing
standards of living, more poverty, more hunger, famine and
starvation, water shortages, pestilence, war and conflict
over  diminishing  resources,  the  evisceration  of  wildlife
habitats, and environmental catastrophes.

–  Population Research Institute

Overpopulation: The Myth
Spoiler Alert:  Data trends are clear. The world is in a
population decline.

Overcrowded cities ≠ overcrowded planet. – Jared Wolf

True numbers show that China’s fertility rate is below 1.5
children per woman.  Many countries, though not all, have now
fallen below the 2.5 birth rate marker, which will begin to
create lopsided populations with too many old and not enough
young to support them. No known society has recovered from
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such a decline.  Twenty-three countries expect their numbers
to halve by 2100.

When  officials  at  the  UN  Fund  for  Population  Activities
(UNFPA) projected 8 billion people by 2022, were they correct
in their assessment? What is UNFPA? How accurate are their
models?  How do they know that their numbers will spell the
collapse  of  civilization?  Are  they  really  part  of  the
depopulation solution? Are your tax dollars supporting their
coercive methods? Why should we believe them?  [More on what
UNFPA is here].

The term “overpopulation” is an attempt to mislead through
social engineering. It is an attempt to control human behavior
by pinning the blame on humans for environmental changes and
to  create  fear.  Meanwhile,  environmental  catastrophes  –
famines,  water  shortages,  extreme  temperatures  –
are  engineered  through  technology  to  feed  the  myth  of  
“Climate Change.”

The  fact  is  that  the  climate  is  ever  changing.  There  is
nothing to fear. There is only the act of questioning and
stopping the changers of climate who cause it to rain and
snow  as  some  solutions  to  droughts.  [See  US  patent  for
altering weather and a list of companies in the U.S. altering
weather patterns].

Governments today are pushing population control policies in
order to control the number of children being born as a
protective measure to their national resources. All of these
policies have received global recognition of their brutality:
–Population Research Institute

China’s one-child policy, where women were severely
fined, arrested, or forcibly sterilized for exceeding
the birth limit.
India’s sex-selective abortion where approximately 15.8
million girls have been eliminated since 1990 due to a
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cultural preference for boys. Now the government wants
to impose their own two-child policy.
Latin  America’s  forced  sterilization  programs  where
women  where  arrested  for  being  pregnant  and  their
babies where aborted in unsanitary conditions.
The United Nation’s ‘education programs’ that refuse
aid  to  developing  countries  unless  they  accept
contraception, abortion, and sterilization to prevent
the false idea of population over-growth.
The United States government helped to found the UN
Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA) in 1969 to be a
nonpartisan  clearinghouse  for  population  and
demographic information. Instead, UNFPA evolved into an
advocacy group that has had a hand in several coercive
population  control  programs  around  the  world.
–  Population  Research  Institute  

“Overpopulation”  is  the  prescribed  reason  for  the
U.N.’s  Sustainability  Agenda,  with  Sustainable  Development
Goals  (SDGs),  that  urge  people  to  “eat  bugs  over  beef”
for reasons unproven, in order to counter “Climate Change.”

The world has overcrowded cities, not overcrowded countries.
According to the Sustainable Review, “if the entire world
population lived in Texas, we would still be less crowded than
New York City. Texas has over 268,000 square miles of land for
a planet of 8 billion-plus people.”

Ironically,  overpopulation  is  the  official  reason  to  herd
people  into  “Smart  Cities,”  where  the  digital  (CBDC)
blockchain, 5G, and The Internet of Things will make it easier
to control, sanction, and monitor people.

Humanity is moving ever deeper into a crisis which has no
precedent – a ‘final exam’ as to whether or not it qualifies
for continuance in the Universe. It is not an examination of
political,  economic,  or  religious  systems  but  of  the
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integrity of each and all individual humans’ responsible
thinking  and  unselfish  response  to  the  acceleration  in
evolution’s  evermore  unprecedented  events.  –  Buckminster
Fuller, 1981, “Critical Path” 

Thanks to social engineering and movie-making, humanity has
been  purposely  mislead.  The  population  is  in  decline.
Employers  can  no  longer  find  find  people  to  hire.  New
apartment buildings stand empty in US cities. And fertility
rates have plummeted.

Population Collapse Suppressed
During  the  2019  World  Artificial  Intelligence
Conference (WAIC), the talk was about Population Collapse and
Artificial  Intelligence,  not  overpopulation.  According  to
the Sustainable Review, “Every region on Earth now expects
more deaths than births in the coming decades.” Furthermore,
reports from the U.S. VAERS database indicate that death rates
have increased.

Ironically, the concept of overpopulation has always been sold
during times of starvation. Episodes of starvation have been
underreported  throughout  history.  The  latest  December  2021
Chinese census has not been made public, but estimates from
the 2020 census show China loses 400,00o people annually. The
United States noted similar numbers. Officials guesses a lower
fertility  rate  is  a  natural  result  of  China’s  social  and
economic development. But could it be due to UNFPA’s social
engineering? However, this is not the first decline for the
Chinese:

Government figures show the Chinese population declined by
around 13.5m between 1959 and 1961, although that is believed
to be a serious underestimate. Independent scholars believe
tens of millions of people died during the Great Leap famine
between 1959 and 1961, when Mao ordered the entire nation to
make steel in backyard furnaces and crops were exported and
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hoarded even as millions starved.  –Sun Yu, Financial Times,
2021

Controlling Herd Size
The U.S. media promotes fear of coming food shortages, while
governments promote culling animal herds, resulting in higher
food  prices.  According  to  the  UK  Agriculture,  Food,
Environment, “Culling is the best strategy a farmer has to
controlling herd size.”

But which herd are they describing? Animal or human?

By the 2020s we find ourselves commandeered by a technology
whose algorithms and oh so virtual artificial intelligence
are often regarded as a model to emulate in real life,
sacrificing our very own minds in a blind displacement of
genuine thinking. Is it any wonder we find our entire species
in the diamond lane on the highway to extinction?  – Boho
Beau, Whole World

The propaganda to save Earth from human overpopulation is
promoted through movies and secret government programs, alike,
as a distraction to the reality of population collapse through
engineering.

The 2017 movie, Downsizing, is a social satire that promotes
the shrinking of people to five inches through a new technique
called “cellular reduction,” as a way to both save the planet
and be able to afford an elegant lifestyle at the same time.
But,  in  the  end,  the  same  problems  that  plague  the  “big
people” also affect the little ones since everyone shares the
same Earth.

In the HBO, post apocalyptic series, The Last of Us, a global
zomie-esque fungus pandemic is blamed on “Climate Change.” The
result is the creation of Settlement Cities that eventually
become “QZs,”or quarantine zones, run by FEDRA (military arm),
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where freedom is nonexistent. The story proclaims the mushroom
Cordyceps to be the source of the plague while an experimental
vaccine  to  be  the  solution.  In  reality,  Cordyceps  is  a
healer that recovers the immune system and has anti-tumor
properties. Everything is reversed.

Movies correspond to politics through panic propaganda and
predictive programming. Why else would Hollywood release so
many plague-based movies based on false information? In case
of any future global pandemic, the U.S. government has made
plans to control the human herd through the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). Put another way, FEDRA equals FEMA.

FEMA was created by a series of Executive Orders. Presidents
use  Executive  Orders  to  bypass  Congress  and  exercise  the
unilateral power of their office. FEMA has the authority to
suspend laws, move populations, arrest and detain citizens
without a warrant and without trial. FEMA can seize property,
food supplies, and transportation systems. It can suspend the
Constitution  of  the  United  States,  which,  by  the  way,
presidents already accomplish by using Executive Orders.

FEMA is an agency with powers beyond any other U.S. agency. It
was set up to assure the survivability of the United States
Government in the event of a nuclear attack. These are the 10
FEMA regions in the US (see map). If FEMA is the solution,
then  why  is  Donald  Trump  suddenly  in  the  news  promoting
“Freedom Cities” on federal land? Could these be centered in
FEMA regions?

Yes they could.

Raise The Red Flag!
The  “freedom  cities”  movement  is  promoted  as  being  “a
decentralized  collection  of  dozens  of  local  and  national
progressive” groups, dedicated to civil and immigrant rights
that have banded together “to fight anti-sanctuary policies.”
Some  “freedom  cities”  include:  Madison,  Wis.;  Portland,
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Oregon; Ann Arbor, Michigan; Albany, California; Silver City,
New Mexico; Austin, Texas; and dozens of others.

For any discerning human, “government rights” is a red flag. 
Governments  do  not  grant  rights.  Government  can  only
grant  benefits  and  privileges  that  come  with  citizen
responsibilities. Rights are not gifts from government. Rights
are innate, by birth, that governments are established to
protect. Choice cannot be legislated. So, any talk of new
“government rights” along with the new definition of “freedom”
should be questioned. Can you say, Police State America?

See map of U.S. Federal-owned land by State

Under Rex 84, short for the Readiness Exercise Program, signed
by President Ronald Regan in 1984, there are now over 600 FEMA
camps nation wide, or about 12 FEMA camps in every state on
federal land.  In the event that Martial Law is implemented,
FEMA would be able to detain large numbers of U.S. citizens.
Two subprograms Cable Splicer and Garden Plot could follow
after Martial Law, during times of major civil disturbances.
Cable  Splicer  and  Garden  Plot  are  code  names  for
a regionalization and orderly takeover of the state and local
governments by the federal government.

Nature Strives For Balance 
In order to prevent the demise of the human population, young
20-something couples will need to bear 3-4 children starting
now. Yet, is such a plan feasible in the toxic, expensive
world humans have allowed to manifest? What does China want
with people’s DNA, anyway?

Nature strives for balance, of which humans are a part. If
humanity has lost its ability to procreate, then humans have
lost an ability to come into balance, which is what Nature
offers. Are humans really herd animals? Are we evolving or
devolving?  Have  the  majority  of  humans  disconnected  from
Nature? Do they accept the demonization of Nature’s healing
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plants and mushrooms while accepting experimental injections
of unknown substances?

Perhaps it is time for humanity to protect its DNA as it would
protect its children or its property, before humanity is lost
altogether.

 

Rosanne Lindsay is a Naturopath, writer, earth keeper, health
freedom  advocate  and  author  of  the  books  The  Nature  of
Healing, Heal the Body, Heal the Planet and  Free Your Voice,
Heal Your Thyroid, Reverse Thyroid Disease Naturally.

Rosanne Lindsay is available for consultation through Turtle
Island Network.  Subscribe to her blog at natureofhealing.org.
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